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In this guidebook we present the information
about the project DigitAll and the mobilities while
providing pictures from them, some useful apps
used in education, info about being safe in the
Net through a presentation about cybersecurity,
then presentations about educational apps as
well as lesson plans for classes in school.

In this guidebook...



"Digitall” Is an Erasmus+ project whose goal is to
improve and ease the process of digitalization in
the education process through interactive and
interesting activities in schools, such as
incorporating educational apps in the teaching-
learning process by both the students and the
teachers in said schools, using different tools in
the classroom that revolutionize learning thanks
to modern- day technology etc.

These mobilities encourage students to get to
know and be introduced to new ways of

learning during classes, which can be
incredibly helpful when trying to grasp difficult

concepts in school.
Another advantage is the increased level of

collaboration and interaction between pupils
that these mobilities bring.

For the teachers, on the other hand, these
mobilities allow them to get some insight as
to what type of teaching they need to
incorporate in their class so that
their students can better understand the
lesson, but also have fun when learning.

So far, these 3 mobilities, held in Poland, Portugal
and Turkey, have proven to be very successful in
accomplishing the desired goals of the 4 partner

countries: Poland, Portugal, Turkey and N.
Macedonia.

 The biggest advantages in the teaching-
learning process have been noticed when

incorporating educational apps in schools.
 In continuation, here are short explanations of the

activities in the past 3 mobilities held in Poland,
Portugal and Turkey.

What is "DigitAll?"



In the first mobility, the main goal
was, just like the title of the project
says, the way both the teachers and
students use the Internet during
classes in school, as well as what the
advantages of that are in the
teaching-learning process.

 It was a very insightful mobility, for
both the teachers and the students.

In the second mobility, the students
discovered the different types of

Google apps that can be used in the
teaching-learning process. 

 
The students also visited many

tourist attractions in Lisbon and
areas close to Lisbon.

1.Polish mobility-HOW DO WE USE THE
INTERNET IN THE CLASSROOM?

2.Portuguese mobility-
LET'S DISCOVER

GOOGLE APPS!



photos from activities during the portuguese mobility



In the third mobility, the students
underwent classes whose goal was to
discover the different types of
programs that can be used to create
videos-both phone and computer
programs/apps. 

They also visited many sights in
Bursa in their spare time and hung
out with all the students and their
hosts.

In the fourth and final mobility, the students learned about
how modern technology has become such a crucial part of

people's lives, including teenagers today. They also learned
about the different jobs that have both appeared and

disappeared in recent times, as well as how today's technology
can make them earn money by having online jobs etc. 

They visited many sights, museums, national
treasures... 

 
In continuation, here are some of the most used and most

helpful educational apps that students and teachers can use in
the teaching- learning process in schools.

3.Turkish mobility-VIDEO IT

4.Macedonian mobility-YOUR
FUTURE IS LOADING, READY?



photos from activities during the turkish mobility



photos from activities during the macedonian
mobility:your future is loading, ready?





In continuation...
In this project, through all the mobilities, the
teachers and the students from the partner schools
cooperated whilst learning and researching about
educational apps and how they can implement them
in the school process. 

In continuation follow educational apps that both
the teachers and students find to be helpful while
tackling learning and teaching new materials in
schools so both teachers and students can improve
the teaching-learning process in schools in their
countries. 



Microsoft Whiteboard is an application that is
automatically installed on almost all Windows
computers. As the name suggests it is
essentially a digital whiteboard where you can
write and draw anything you want and even use
built-in tools such as rulers, erasers, notes,
shapes etc. It is great for writing out and
solving mathematical problems because you
don't need to spend all that time erasing and
slowly writing with chalk.

Photomath is a mobile computer algebra
system designed for use with a smartphone's

camera to scan and recognize mathematical
equations and then display a detailed step-by-

step explanation on the screen. 
Photomath can

practically solve any mathematical equation
you can think of, and because of that it's

incredibly useful. Students from all around the
world use Photomath to check their answers

for homework and studv for tests.

Geogebra is a free graphing app that lets
you graph functions, investigate
equations and plot data. It also allows
you to visualize and manipulate
functions, vectors, graphs and geometric
shapes. This helps the student grasp
more complex geometric concepts. 
It is a very useful and powerful app and can be
used to loads of geometric problems no
matter which grade level students are at.

1.Mathematics
microsoft whiteboard

photomath

geogebra



Phywiz is, as it says in the app's
description, your personal physics
wizard. It includes a lengthy list of a
formulas and hundreds of practice
questions and detailed solutions on
every topic: kinematics, energy, forces,
quantum physics etc. 
It provides a list of exercises for all
grade levels.

2.Physics

3.Chemistry

Phywiz

chemix

chemistry pro
Chemistry Pro is an app which has an
enhanced periodic table with details

about every individual element. It has
quick lectures on certain laws and

principles in the world of chemistry. It
also includes biographies of famous

 chemists who have made big
discoveries in their own branch.

Chemix is an educational app that lets you
easily draw lab diagram setups and explain
your experiments. It has a large library of
highly customizable apparatus and various
features to help you draw diagrams with
ease. Chemix is intuitive to use and easy
toy pick up. Students will be drawing
complex diagrams in no time!



4.Information technology
code:blocks

photoshop

coreldraw

Code Blocks is a free, open-source cross-
platform coding application that supports
multiple compilers. The current available
languages in Code Blocks are C, C++ and
Fortran. In education, Code:Blocks is used
only for learning how to write code in C and
C++ by students. 
The reason why this compiler is better than
any other online one is because of its sheer
amount of speed and easy-to-understand
layout.

Photoshop is a graphic design and photo
editing software developed by Adobe. It

is used for transforming images, creating
incredible art, and design gorgeous

graphics like a pro, even if users are just
a beginner. In Photoshop, editors can

crop photos, adjust photo composition,
correct lighting, and make any subject

imaginable look its absolute best!

CorelDRAW is a graphic design
software which enables users to create
professional designs-with vector
illustration, layout, photo editing,
typography, template tools, and more.
CorelDRAW allows users to create,
access and store artwork, web graphics
and prints.



5.Biology

6.Languages

biologymaster

picturethis

duolingo

BiologyMaster is an app that teaches pupils
biology through quick lectures and quizzes.
After every lecture they can take a quiz to
test their knowledge on a certain topic.
This app includes lectures on: Atoms and
Molecules, Cells, Genetics and Evolution
etc.

PictureThis is a mobile app that allows
pupils to identify plants, trees and

flowers using their phone's camera.
 It can identify millions of plant species

with 98% accuracy-better than most
human experts! Once students identify a
plant it also gives them useful plant care

tips on that specific plant.

Duolingo is an app that revolutionizes language
learning with its fun and interactive learning
method. It offers more than 40 languages to
learn with many vocabulary, grammar,
pronunciation and listening exercises. Its
gamified learning system and intuitive interface
make it easy for users of all ages to learn new
languages. The app also provides an engaging
way for students to practice what they have
learned in class.



7.Art & Art History

Busuu is another language learning software
app that uses a more formal learning method
and a less playful interface compared to
Duolingo. When it comes to content, Busuu
offers several learning packages. In order
to achieve their goal, users need to complete
all of the courses as part of their language
learning program. It's best for people who
prefer a school-like approach to learning a new
language.

busuu

google arts and culture

memrise
Memrise uses a modern, visual interface

that offers over 20 languages to learn. This
language app uses an engaging method of

teaching, such as listening to natives speak.
The app provides a lot of courses that teach
users how to handle real-life situations in a

new language. It's best for people who need
a language learning app that is mostly

composed of short audio and video clips.

Google Arts & Culture is an app where
students can do virtual tours inside world-
class museums and tour landmarks and
famous sites. Google Arts and Culture is a
massive collection of videos and images of
cultural artifacts from over 2,000 museums
around the world and it also lets people find
information about artists, historic figures,
historic events etc.



8.Music

9.Geography

yousician

google earth

geoguessr and seterra geography

Yousician serves both beginners and
advanced musicians. Whether people want
to learn how to play guitar, bass, ukulele,
piano or get vocal training, Yousician's got
them covered. It enables users to get or
hone musical skills with the help of lessons,
regular challenges, and competitions with
other people. The built-in sound detection
allows the application to accurately
evaluate their current level using their
instrument of practice.

Google Earth is an immersive interactive
experience for students and it's better than
ordinary maps because it allows students to
search for any location in the world, making

Google Earth ideal for group projects, solo
research, or class exploration. All the countries in

the world are available to students with just a
few clicks of a button.

In GeoGuessr, the very famous geography
game, players are randomly dropped
somewhere in the world in street view and
have to use their knowledge to find out where
they are to win points.
Seterra Geography is a world geography quiz
where students can learn about the world's
countries, their capitals, cities and towns,
rivers, mountains, and even volcanoes.



10.History

11.Miscellaneous apps
google classroom and microsoft teams

the history of everything

history timeline and history quiz

Online conference apps have been on the
rise ever since the pandemic. Google Classroom
and Microsoft Teams are very powerful apps
that allow students to connect online via video
chatting. They also have an assignments
function which allows the students to submit
homework and the teachers can grade them
from the comfort of their own home.

Next, we have a free app called The History
of Everything. This vertical timeline gives

users the ability to navigate, compare, and
explore events over time, be it the birth of
the Internet or the Big Bang. The beautiful

illustrations and animations for every event
help make learning more fun and

interactive.

History Timeline provides a comprehensive
history timeline from all around the world. The
app covers the complete range of history, from
the Evolution of Life to Ancient History up until
today. It covers the history of: Music, Philosophy,
Arts, Literature, Nations, Leaders, Wars etc. With
the History Quiz app, students grow to enjoy
history quizzes and teachers can pick between
different categories that feature over 2,000
questions.



Kahoot! and quizlet

remind

khan academy
Khan Academy is a popular online learning
library filled with courses ranging from Math
and Statistics to Psychology and Languages. It
was founded to disseminate knowledge and
teaching. This online education app aims to
provide a free and world-class education. It
works using video lectures that display a
black whiteboard and a professor just like in a
real classroom.

Kahoot! is an app that has learning games which are
multiple-choice quizzes that can be accessed via a
browser or the Kahoot! app. Kahoot! also includes
trivia quizzes where students can participate. 
Quizlet is an app that helps students learn through
flashcards. Students can check their knowledge in
automatically created tests and in a game in which
they have to match words to their definitions. The
application also allows people to create group
quizzes, which is great for teachers.

Remind facilitates parents, students, and
teachers to stay connected with each other

like a community. Users can get regular
updates on everyone's activity within their

community and can use Remind
collaboratively. Teachers can message a

whole class as a broadcast, share photos and
handouts, while students can submit

assignments and clear doubts
with their friends.



CAPCUT
CapCut is a free all-in-one video editor and
video maker application with everything
users need to create stunning, high-quality
videos. Beginners can get started with
CapCut in a matter of seconds, while
advanced users can enjoy all the functions
they need to edit videos. It is available both
as a phone and computer app.

In addition, here are some words and impressions from a student in
our gymnasium while using CapCut to create a video tour of Bursa,

when he participated in the DigitAll project in March:

“The experience creating the video was amazing-it was the
best because everyone connected with each other and their
best qualities shined through. We used a lot of applications
to make sure the video was as professional as we could
make it, we used the classic IPhone camera to record the
video and also to take the voice recordings. We used the
application CapCut to edit the videos and cut, faster, slow
and to add music to the videos, which was of immense help
with projects like these...”



APP for Physical education

Strava is a free app that allows you to record your running
and walking activities.
In cycling, Strava allows you to compare your performance
with your friends and even enter a world ranking. It is also
possible to share your rides and participate in challenges.
The software works seamlessly with the phone's GPS
system, which means that even without internet access,
Strava can record your routes.
This is a very interesting advantage, as you will be able to
analyze your performance and get an idea of   where you can
improve to reach your goals.

Actionbound is an application to carry out digitally interactive
orientation courses to take the student on a path of discovery. We
call these multimedia-based hunts 'Bounds'.

The program literally augments our reality, enhancing people's
real-life interactions while using their smartphones and tablets.
Create your app-based DIY escape game, a digital timeline of
events, or a tour of places of interest, using GPS coordinates and
pre-placed codes and mysteries.
It's great for icebreaking exercises, historic or archaeological sites,
or simply presenting a vision for the future. Make the most of the
huge potential of gamification with Bound Creator's extensive
game elements and tools such as GPS locations, directions, maps,
compass, photos, videos, quizzes, missions, tournaments, QR codes
and much more to create mobile apps fun.

Publish your amazing run to others and let them play it on the app
with a mobile device as a tablet tour, scavenger hunt, paper hunt
or scavenger hunt for friends or professionally managed as guided
tour.



APP for Physical education

Is a wireless standalone device that supports
positional tracking with six degrees of freedom,
using internal sensors and an array of cameras
on the front of the headset instead of external
sensors. The cameras are also used as part of the
"Passthrough" security feature, which shows a
view of the cameras when the user leaves their
designated boundary area.
That allows you to run, walk, kayak, bike without
leaving home….

Kinovea is a free, open source software with
great applications in the study of human
biomechanics in various activities: sports,
work, performance, among others.
The Kinovea Software is a very useful
instrument for use in health and safety at
work, allowing a great optimization of the
analyzes of movements and ergonomics.
Among many other functions, we highlight:
• Assessment of postures, especially with the angular measurement of joints
• Cycle time, with stopwatch synchronized to work activities
In ergonomics, it is very common to use images to highlight important work situations,
identified hazards and verified risks in the Ergonomic Analysis.
When evaluating postures, we can, for example, highlight the body angles during the
execution of the work activity and export the images directly with the markings – single
images or image sequences. 



The Virtual School and the digital class is a study support platform with thousands of
interactive resources from preschool to 12th grade.
These platforms emerged as a project to integrate new technologies into an
educational context, providing new learning (students) and teaching (teachers)
methodologies. Today, the Virtual School is used by more than 200,000 students and
75,000 teachers in hundreds of educational establishments across the country.

 

APP for Physical education

The Virtual School)aula digital provides educational content in multimedia format for
basic and secondary education, from the 1st to the 12th grade. The content of the
different disciplines is organized into interactive classes that include animations,
interactivity, simulations and videos. Accompanying these interactive lessons is
access to hundreds of tests and exercises and downloadable materials.
The e-learning platform can be used from a perspective of self-learning by the student,
but also as a didactic-pedagogical tool in the classroom context. For this reason, the
Virtual School provides teachers with tens of thousands of multimedia resources that
complement the classes, as well as access to an exclusive social network to
communicate and exchange ideas with other colleagues from all over the country who
are users of the Virtual School.
It is also worth mentioning the care taken to guarantee parents and guardians the
possibility of accompanying and monitoring the learning path, namely the time spent
using the platform, the completed tasks and the results of each exercise.

 



Presentation about cybersecurity
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Name and surname: Frederico Umbelina
 
 

Place of PE: Agrupamento de Escolas Forte da Casa, Portugal
 

PHYSICAL EDUCATIONLESSON PLAN
Age of children:15-17 years Number of children: 25

Teaching topic: Development of strength
 

Teaching aim: To develop strength, speed, endurance and
flexibility through engaging in a wide variety of activities, using

at least 50% of MVPA.
 

Degree of teaching: Mastering
 

Equipment used: Cones, bars, stopwatch.
 

Safety: very good warm-up, good coordination, properdistance,
clear instructions

 
Structure of PE lesson: (PE Lesson plan is visualised in a video #1)

 
1.Introductory part (Duration: 10 minutes):

Warm-up with a physical game – chasing game “Brother,save
me!” (5 minutes)

Special dynamical warm-up with functional gymnastic and
strength exercises (5 minutes)

 
2. Preparatory part (Duration: 10 minutes):

Running drills: skips, hops, straight leg extension running,
foreleg extension running, … (5 minutes)

 

Physical education lesson plan



 
Special strength exercises in pairs (5 minutes)

 
3. Main part (Duration: 20 minutes):

Circuit workoutwith five exercisestations:
1. Leapfrog 20 meters

2. Rabbit jumps 20 meters
3. Step jack 20 meters
4. Push-ups (10 times)

5. Bar back squats (10 times) Children performfive circles.
 

4.Closing part (Duration: 5 minutes): Dynamic stretching (3
minutes) Warm down – massage(2 minutes)

 
 



 
II. TASK:

 
1. ANTHROPOLOGICAL

 
a) Anthropometrics characteristics:

Stimulate the harmonious physical development of children
by increasing musclemass and reducingsubcutaneous fat

tissue.
 

b) Motor skills:
Influence on the development of a general motor, with an

emphasis on increasing reaction speed, speed of movement,
explosive power and precision.

 
c) Functional skills:

Influence on increasing the function of the respiratory and
cardiovascular system

 
 

2. EDUCATIONAL TASK:
 

Improvement of motor skills from elementary athletic
techniques.

 
 



 
Name and surname:Diogo Costa

 
 

Place of PE: Agrupamento de Escolas Forte da Casa, Portugal 
 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION LESSON PLAN
Age of children: 15-17 years Number of children: 25 Teaching

topic: Flexibility
Teaching aim: Aim of hour of PE is improve flexibility whole

body (with at least 50% of MVPA))
 

Degree of teaching: New curriculum
 

Equipment used: pin, medicineball, weight
 

Safety: additional assistant teacher or a child, very good
warm-up very good coordination

 
 
 
 



 
1. Introductory part (Duration: 10 minutes): Stretching, balance,

mobility exercises
 

2. Preparatory part (Duration: 10 minutes): Running drills with
abc exercise, stretching

 
3. Main part (Duration: 20 minutes):

-high skip
-chase games

-start drills
 
 

4. Closing part (Duration: 5 minutes):
Passive stretching with communication between children

 
 II. TASK:
 

1. ANTHROPOLOGICAL
 

a)Anthropometrics characteristics: Stimulate the harmonious
physical development of children by increasing flexibility

 
b)Motor skills: Influence on the development of a general motor

with an emphasis on flexibility and stretching
 

c)Functional skills: Affectthe cardiovascular system
 

2.Educational task: Appropriate organization of the teaching
process put students in mutualrelationships that strengthen

fellowship and work discipline
 



 
Name and surname: Vítor Ruiz

 
 

Place of PE: Agrupamento de Escolas Forte da Casa, Portugal 
 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION LESSON PLAN
 

Age of children: 15-17 years
 

Number of children: 25
 

Teaching topic: General endurance
 

Teaching aim: Whole body endurance development with
minimal physicalinactivity (and at least 50% of MVPA)

 
Degree of teaching: First executionor repetition

 
Equipment used: cones, didactichurdles,

 
Safety: light athleticclothes, good athleticshoes, do not

exercise in hot and humid
 
 
 
 



 
 

1. Introductory part (Duration: 10 minutes):
Check-up for proper clothes and running shoes (1 minute)

General warm-upwith running or a physicalgame (5 minutes)
Special warm-up with dynamic functional gymnastic whole-

body exercises whilewalking (4 minutes)
 

2.Preparatory part (Duration: 10 minutes):
Submaximal ABC running drills with active breaks (5

minutes) MaximalABC running drills with active breaks (5
minutes)

 
3. Main part (Duration: 20 minutes):

Circular exercise with 4 exercise stations, in the order of
progress (back core exercise; front core exercise; arm

exercises, leg exercises-muscles). Children exercise for 10-30
seconds with 10-30 second active breaks. After

completedwhole cycle children run lightly around the
exercise stations for 120 seconds, shaking their body parts.

While running they slalom around cones, jumps over hurdles.
They repeat this exercise for 20 minutes. Teacher could

adjust or change exercise stations but keeping the same
ratio between exercise time and passive break time.

 
4.Closing part (Duration: 5 minutes):

Dynamic functional stretching and shaking muscles that
worked out mostly (5 minutes)

 
 
 



 
II. TASK:

 
1.ANTHROPOLOGICAL

 
a) Anthropometrics characteristics:

Exercise is suitablefor maintaining body composition or loosing
body fats.

 
b) Motor skills:

Exercise develops general and specific endurance based on
interval training principle.

 
c) Functional skills:

All exercises are functional.
 

2.Educational task:
Children learn interval endurance training principle; how to

self-monitor heart rate; progression principles between
exercises; active breaks; work in team; dynamicfunctional

stretching.
 
 
 
 
 



Made by Lucija Petrovska and her mentor
Jasmina Denkovska from North Macedonia

in collaboraton with the teams from
Portugal, Poland and Turkey. 

 


